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Ælfred the Great 
Session 4: Back to school.? 

 
Before this Friday's session, have a look if you can at the passages below, copied from the 
Penguin source book on Alfred.  In the period between the defeat of Guðrum's army and a 
last wave of invasions after 892 Ælfred won himself sufficient time to consider the sorts of 
projects that define his reign for historians: defence; infrastructure; learning; ecclesiastical 
revival and royal administration.  We are extraordinarily lucky to have the testimony of both 
Asser, the Welsh Bishop, and of Ælfred himself, to judge the scale of that ambition. 
 
How far their words reflect reality is another matter.  We know that by the 890s a system had 
been put in place which allowed the West Saxon king to deploy armed forces in the field all 
year round; that he had devised a network of defended settlements from which to mount 
counter-offensives and into which people could bring their families and cattle in time of war.  
We know that he had assembled a court of scholars from within and beyond his kingdom; 
that he had embarked on a programme of literary output and was himself learning to read 
and translate Latin.  He reformed coinage and began to think about a legacy that would 
cement his achievements.  He seems to have refounded the Roman city of London and used 
it to cement an alliance with Mercia, henceforward to be a permanent feature of Southern 
English politics.  He was able to bring many of the kingdoms of the Welsh under his lordship,  
and generously rewarded those who had helped with his various schemes. 
 
What we don't know is how he set about achieving these ambitious projects; and how far he 
was successful; after all, it would be rash of us to accept his own testimony, and that of his 
courtiers, at face value.  So in this session we take a slightly sceptical look at the evidence to 
see if it stacks up.  Where we can confirm his claims we may also be able to unravel some of 
the complex thinking and planning behind them.  Where we can't, we find that other 
developments combine to offer us a quite nuanced picture of his reign.   Even the cynic 
cannot help but be astounded at what he managed to achieve in such a short space of time.   
 
We also know, however, that his reforms and construction work took place within the 
relatively narrow confines of Wessex.  Beyond the boundaries of his treaty with Guðrum, 
what was going on in West Mercia, in Danish East Mercia, in East Anglia and in Northumbria?  
These are much harder questions to ask, and our West Saxon sources either didn't know or 
are being eloquent in their silence.  Archaeology can help here – but only up to a point.  
There is a strong temptation to paint a picture of the 880s from what we know of the 
Danelaw during the early to middle tenth century – but those are dangerous waters and we 
swim them at the risk of being consumed by the Midgard serpent of rashness.  Still, no harm 
in dipping one's toes in the pool, eh? 
 
 

' Meanwhile the king, amidst the wars and the numerous interruptions of this present 
life – not to mention the Viking attacks and his continual bodily infirmities – did not 
refrain from directing the government of his kingdom..'  and   '.. just like the clever 
bee, which at first light in summertime departs from its beloved honeycomb, finds its 
way with swift flight on its unpredictable journey through the air, lights upon the 
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many and various flowers of grasses, plants and shrubs, discovers what pleases it 
most and then carries it back home, King Alfred directed the eyes of his mind far 
afield and sought without what he did not possess within.. that is to say, within his 
own kingdom…  – Asser Chapter 76 
 
'And what of the cities and towns to be rebuilt and of others to be constructed where 
previously there were none?  And what of the treasures incomparably fashioned in 
gold and silver at his instigation?  And what of the royal halls and chambers 
marvellously  constructed of stone and wood at his command?  … And what of the 
mighty disorder and confusion of his own people – to say nothing of his own malady 
– who would undertake of their own accord little or no work for the common needs 
of the kingdom?' – Asser  Chapter 91. 
 
I was summoned to him at daybreak on Christmas Eve, and he presented me with 
two documents in which there was a lengthy list of everything which was in the two 
monasteries named Congresbury and Banwell in English.  On that same day he 
granted those two monasteries to me…  - Asser Chapter 81 

 
'… I wished for tools and resources for that task that I was commanded to 
accomplish, which was that I should virtuously and worthily guide the authority that 
was entrusted to me… a man cannot work on any enterprise without resources.  In 
the case of the king, the resources and tools with which to rule are that he have his 
land fully manned: he must have praying men, fighting men and working men… 
These.. are their means of support: land to live on, gifts, weapons, food, ale, clothing..'   
– Ælfred's translation of Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy XVII.  
 
'It seems better to me – if it seems so to you – that we too should turn into the 
language that we can all understand certain books which are the most necessary for 
all men to know… provided that we have peace enough… so that all the free-born 
young men now in England who have the means to apply themselves to it, may be 
set to learning..'  - Ælfred's translation of Gregory's Pastoral care,  prose preface. 
 
'I then gathered for myself staves and props and tie-shafts, and handles for each of 
the tools that I knew how to work with, and cross-bars and beams and, for each of 
the structures that I knew how to build, the finest timbers that I could carry… In every 
tree I saw something for which I had a need at home…  Accordingly I would advise 
everyone who is strong and has many wagons to direct his steps to that same forest 
where I cut these props, and to fetch more for himself and to load his wagons with 
well-cut staves, so that he may weave many elegant walls and put up many splendid 
houses and so build a fine homestead, and there may live pleasantly and in 
tranquillity both in winter and summer – as I have not yet done!'  -  Ælfred's 
translation of Augustine's Soliloquies, preface. 


